Evaluation Form – Learning Inter-Professionally (LIP) 2 online activities

Your Profession: .................... Your LIP2 contribution dates: ....................

1. Please give three or more aspects of LIP that were most helpful to you.
   
   •
   •
   •

2. Please give three or more aspects of the course that could be improved.
   
   •
   •
   •

3. What additional learning have you identified for yourself?
   
   •
   •

4. What equipment did you use to access LIP on-line (please delete the wrong words)?

   Mostly I used a [University / own / family / friend’s] PC which was about ....... years old (if known)
   It was a [Desktop / Notebook / Netbook / PDA (iPad / Blackberry / iPod) / Other] device using the
   [Microsoft’s Internet Explorer / Mozilla Firefox / Other / Don't Know] web browser

5. What difficulties (if any) did you have using the LIP materials (ignore the first 1½ days)?

   •

6. What was your overall experience of this inter-professional learning?

   •

   Overall rating for strand two LIP (please underline)
   Unsatisfied 0 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied

Any additional comments:

Thank-you from your LIP facilitators and course developers.
PLEASE RETURN ASAP TO YOUR LIP2 GROUP FACILITATOR, WITHIN 5 DAYS
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